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Heidegger –whose arduous reading I have recently undertaken– says that art is a process of ‘revealing 

truth’. A painting, a poem or a Greek temple, he said, were capable of revealing the essence of things 

more effectively than other more apparently appropriate means. Our age of technique examines 

everything to the point of knowing the precise chemical composition of every substance and living 

thing. Curiously, Heidegger would say, this process of progressive accumulation of information, which 

allows us to name and label everything, distances us from the truth for the very simple reason that 

defining is not the same as knowing. It is perhaps due to this that poetry (art) in its highest degrees 

sometimes presents itself as a more effective approach to the intimate being of things. 

 

I don’t know what Heidegger would have made of the Spanish painter Juan Giralt (Madrid, 1940-2007). 

For me, for a start, what his retrospective exhibition at the Reina Sofía Museum has helped me do is to 

fill a gap in my art history timeline. Because, despite being one of the episodes in Spanish 

contemporary art that has been most clearly labelled, the fact is that the ‘Nueva Figuración Madrileña’ 

(ie. New Madrid Figurative Art) remains somewhat of a mystery to me. Since Luis Gordillo is the figure I 

most associate with that group of artists, I tend to see all Spanish painting of the 1970s as being more 

or less directly influenced by him. Juan Giralt, an artist unknown to me until now, was going to be no 

exception. Yet, as I read the exhibition catalogue, it turned out that Giralt was actually one of the 

leading figures of that diverse group of madrileños (amongst whom he was an exception, as most of 

those artists were not actually from Madrid). 

 

The paintings of Giralt from the 70s are cacophonous accumulations of visual echoes. They are based 

on a motif –a body, a head, a vaguely animal-like figure– that repeats itself along the surface of the 

work, a leitmotiv that appears in different dimensions and colours. He frequently employed paper and 

acrylic glass as a double support for his paintings, the transparency of the latter only exaggerating the 

chaos of the only partially decipherable whole. Towards the middle of the decade, his work is taken 

over by organic and deformed figures which work especially well when they are drawn with pen and 

ink. The reduced scale of the sheets of paper he used as a support favour the nervous air of these 

nervous compositions which resemble urban scenes and crowded parties. 

 

With the turn of the decade, and with his departure from Galería Vandrés (one of the leading art 

galleries of the time), Giralt suffered a crisis which removed him from the centre of the artistic scene. 
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During those years he retreated into his studio, exhibiting only occasionally, immersed in 

investigations to renew his painting which would have the counterpart of an almost nonexistent 

presence for the public. In very much the same way, Giralt disappears from the Reina Sofía exhibition 

with the arrival of the 1980s. The barely four paintings shown from this period are from very late in the 

decade and already announce the style that would fully develop in the 90s, which explodes into 

presence in the second part of the exhibition. A showcase with a series of small collages from 1994 

prepares the viewer for the great canvases through which Giralt arrived at his full aesthetic maturity. 

The rooms that cover his approximately last fifteen years produce the emotion that only the creative 

peaks of artists can convey. 

 

This new language, which reached its definite articulation in the late nineties, is really the blooming of 

a whole life of artistic investigation. The large canvases of this last period see rich stains of paint 

moving expressively over a background composed of rectangles of different sizes and tones. For 

figurative elements, Giralt turned to collage, using bits of paper from different places: magazines, 

illustrations to children’s encyclopaedias, wallpaper. If we had to write a cliché description, we would 

say that Giralt’s late oeuvre is a mix of Constructivism, Pop and Abstract Expressionism. That would, of 

course, be saying nothing. Describing is not knowing. These paintings are not mere pastiche but scenes 

of creative tension, the boiling down of the many influences that pulled Giralt in different directions. In 

his own words: Guston, Uccello, Mondrian, Velázquez, Utamaro, Fayum portraits. 

 

What did Giralt mean when he wrote in 2003 that he liked painting that was very battered 

(machacada)? I suppose he referred to leaving that tension visible. He didn’t like painting that was too 

clean and a result of previous studies and sketches. For him, composition should develop at the same 

time as the painting. Despite the glamour of this direct and spontaneous way of painting, which harks 

back from the days when Abstract Expressionism became popular, Giralt admitted that this creative 

procedure lead to more failures than successes. The audacity of good artists consists of knowing that 

in order to produce a work that is truly free one must be prepared to not always succeed. Giralt strives 

not to hide the process from the spectator, to allow him or her to guess the superposition of the 

successive layers of paint. We presence the brush thick with paint making its way over the geometrical 

background in almost real time; sinuous lines at times, others pure crossing out. Giralt himself 

perfectly compared this process to a stew. 

 

One can revel in this pictorial interplay of continuous and interrupted lines, the violent superposition 

of the curved and the straight, the dense and malleable nature of the paint. One can admire the sheer 

visual richness of his paintings but the late work of Juan Giralt would not be the same without his 

brilliant use of collage. At a first glance, these paintings may seem vaguely abstract, no more than 

combinations of colours and forms. Yet, all of a sudden, a stuck-on piece of paper calls our attention 

and, wham!, we are taken back to earth: the twee image of deer in an idyllic landscape takes us to an 

old and stale Spanish living room; a floral motif resembles a tile that could easily belong in a kitchen or 

a Mediterranean terrace; the pale bust of a young girl could be the portrait of a daughter or niece 

sitting on our grandma’s dressing table; a piece of red and white-squared paper is suddenly a table at a 

cheap restaurant by the beach; the photo of a naked and smiling girl seems to look at us from the wall 

of a 1970s teenager. 

 

When Juan Giralt stuck one of these pieces of paper on the canvas, he said he sought to introduce a 

‘sentimental contamination’ in the painting. These contaminations are what make his late work so 

rich. These banal fragments of everyday life immediately influence the whole composition and fill it 



 

 

with unexpected meanings. They are a ‘let’s see what happens’ where the tables are turned and it is 

suddenly the painting that guides the artist, not the other way around. Giralt wanted to avoid the 

narrative, and said his titles were picked at random or prompted by the finished work. They were, in 

his own words, secular baptisms, and they frequently took place on the canvas itself. His works may 

not be strictly narrative, and they certainly do not require endless curatorial explanations, but they do 

invite interpretation. They work as aesthetic objects as well as concentrators of meaning, a fully 

autonomous language which is capable of reflecting reality more truthfully than dozens of 

descriptions. It’s a shame that Lemon Juice, painted the year before Giralt’s death, appears so pale in 

reproductions. Standing in front of it, and without a single representation of a lemon in sight, its acid-

yellow made my mouth water. Art is all about suggestion and evocation – truths told not as we see 

them, but as they are. 

 

Juan Giralt. Museo Nacional Centro de Arte Reina Sofía. Santa Isabel, 52. Madrid. Until 29 February. 

 

 
Lemon Juice by Juan Giralt (2006). 
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